**About EBSB Club**

EBSB is a programme for promoting national integration through systematic exchange between paired institutes in the cultural, literary and linguistic fields.

We intend to learn the linguistic and cultural aspects of the home state of our paired institute, covering history, culture, language, cuisine, festivals, clothing etc.

The EBSB club has been formed at SMIT to carry forward activities under the programme with our pairing state, Delhi.

We aim to celebrate a plethora of Indian festivals and customs in ways which are both enjoyable and informative which would thereby educate our fellow students while having fun.

“Sardar Patel gave us EK BHARAT, it is now the solemn duty of 135 crore Indians to collectively make SHRESHTA BHARAT.”
Month: April
Due to COVID-19 pandemic, we were unable to organize any event.

Month: May
During these trying times amidst the pandemic lockdown, it has become important to be aware of the pandemic, COVID-19. Educating yourself about it will surely help you in protecting your loved ones from all the myths surrounding it.

So, we at EK Bharat Shreshtha Bharat, have organized a quiz on COVID-19. Over 200 students inclusive of paired state’s students took part in the quiz. Also, to motivate students to further take part in such events organized by EBSB, we have given cash prizes to the winner and the runner up. An amount of Rs. 700 and Rs. 300 was given to the winner and the runner up respectively along with the certificates.
Art is the best form to express ideas and enhance creativity among students. Thus, a **Poster Making Competition** was organized by the club so that the students get to express themselves amidst the ongoing Lockdown. **Over 50 students** inclusive of the paired state were part of the competition.

Posters were evaluated on the basis of Overall **Visual, Content, Oral & Impact**.

Winners were given cash prizes upto ₹1000...!!